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Resumo. SVAR bayesianos são estimados para avaliar a presença da curva J e da condição de Marshall-
Lerner (CML) no Brasil reconhecendo que os termos de troca (TOT) respondem endogenamente a choques 
globais. A curva J é verificada no comércio de combustível, mas não é identificado no comércio agregado 
de bens e serviços, no comércio de bens de capital e no de bens de consumo. A CML é quase sempre 
observada, embora a relação entre TOT e o volume exportado seja contrária à prevista pelos modelos que 
incorporam CML. A CML é verificada porque o efeito renda global domina o efeito preço na determinação 
das exportações. Contudo, a relação entre o volume importado com TOT e o PIB doméstico ocorre 
conforme esperado, mas com o efeito renda sendo mais relevante. 
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1  Introduction 

The J-curve and the Marshall-Lerner condition (MLC) are benchmarks concepts in international economics 
that relate the response of trade balance to changes in the terms of trade (and/or real exchange rate). The 
first describes the dynamics of the trade balance in response to shifts in the terms of trade. MLC establishes 
conditions on the elasticities of the volumes imported and exported that guarantee that a depreciation 
(appreciation) improves (worsens) the trade balance. 

This paper investigates if the J-curve and the MLC are observed after exposing an emerging 
economy that is a net commodity exporter (Brazil) to global demand and supply shocks. We consider this 
to be a more proper way to study the topic, since oscillations in the terms of trade are mostly determined 
by international factors, whose conditions affect not only prices, but also supply and demand globally and 
domestically. In this sense, our analysis distinguishes from most empirical works in the field that tend to 
consider direct shocks to the terms of trade, an experiment we perceive as unrealistic since prices respond 
endogenously to innovations elsewhere. 

The exercises rely on structural vector autoregression (VAR) with domestic and international blocs. 
The models are estimated using Bayesian techniques specially designed by Cushman and Zha (1997) and 
Zha (1999) to accommodate a complete bloc recursive restriction, a necessity when modeling the 
international influence on small open economies. 

We gain insights about the operating channels that validate or not the J-curve by including the 
domestic GDP, consumption and investment in the VAR, allowing comparisons to the general equilibrium 
models of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994) and Senhadji (1998). A second VAR including the volumes 
imported and exported provides additional perspectives on the channels that matter for the MLC condition. 
In particular, we adapt the model of Boyd, Caporale and Smith (2001) to consider price incentives arising 
from oscillations in the terms of trade, instead of real exchange rate, and show how MLC elasticities 
evaluated from the impulse response functions. 

 
1 Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais – CEDEPLAR. 
* We are grateful to Tao Zha and Daniel Waggoner for gently sharing their Matlab codes. We are also thankful for the comments 
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2 Economist at LCA Consultores. E-mail: marcelo.randolfo@lcaconsultores.com.br. I thank CAPES, an agency under the 
Brazilian Ministry of Education, for the financial support under the MA grant. 
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Our results show improvement of the Brazilian terms of trade after a positive world demand shock 
and a negative world supply shock. The responses of the aggregate trade variables reveal the absence of the 
J-curve after exposing the Brazilian economy to both innovations, the same happening when restricting the 
exercise to capital and consumption goods. Only in the case of fuel, which Brazil both exports and imports, 
there is some indication of the J-curve. 

The Marshall-Lerner condition is mostly verified, except for capital goods. But even when it is 
observed, the increase in the volume exported coincides with the appreciation of the terms of trade, 
opposing the expected hypothesis behind the derivation of MLC and several international macroeconomics 
models. We even verify improvement in the volume exported of capital and consumption goods after an 
appreciation in the terms of trade, distancing the Brazilian experience from concerns regarding the Dutch 
disease, at least in the business cycle frequency. Overall, the responses in the volumes traded are more 
consistent with reactions to world and domestic GDPs than to relative prices. This assessment is totally 
missed from exercises in the literature that consider direct shocks in the terms of trade or in the real 
exchange rate to evaluate the MLC. 

Our paper is related to others focused on analyzing the relation between the trade balance and the 
terms of trade (tot). Despite the same interest, we distinguish by considering economic meaningful shocks 
that are responsible for the changes in tot, which we treat as an endogenous variable. For instance, Kose 
(2002), Drechsel and Tenreyro (2017), and Fernández, González and Rodriguez (2018) consider shocks in 
international prices determining tot, but these shocks do not have a proper economic interpretation (supply 
or demand). Mendoza (1995), Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2018) and Fernández, Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe 
(2017) treat tot as an exogenous variable subject to "terms of trade shock"3. 

Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994) and Senhadji (1998) are exceptions that allow movements in 
the trade balance and in tot to be determined endogenously in a general equilibrium set up. Backus, Kehoe 
and Kydland (1994) analyze responses following two domestic shocks - supply (productivity) and demand 
(government expenditure). Since they build a two country model, these domestic shocks are also global. 
Senhadji (1998) extends their work to a small open economy environment to search for the J-curve, but the 
absence of a proper general equilibrium structure at world level does not allow verifying the consequences 
of a global supply shock. Instead, he focuses on the impact of a domestic productivity shock, repeating the 
exercise of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994), and of a global demand shock. Despite their differences, 
both works reach similar conclusions: i) a local positive productivity shock depreciates the terms of trade 
and produces a J-curve, with the trade balance initially worsening before improving; and ii) a positive global 
demand shock appreciates the terms of trade and deteriorates the trade balance, but without producing a J-
curve. 

The relevance of considering a prototype general equilibrium structure to analyze the impacts of 
global economic meaningful shocks in domestic economies in a VAR is shown by Ferreira and Valério 
(2020) for commodity exporters Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Peru4 and by Charnavoki and Dolado (2012) 
for Canada, also a commodity exporter but rich economy. This last reference revisits several topics in the 
international economics literature. We follow one of their analysis and discuss the presence of the Dutch 
disease by focusing on the export response of capital and consumption goods. 

In other to contextualize our analyses, it is interesting to have a broad picture about the structure of 
the  
Brazilian international trade in goods. Table 1 shows that 65.8% of the country’s export in 2019 were 
concentrated in intermediate goods, responsible for US$41.6 billions of the US$48.0 billions total trade 
surplus. Table 2 shows that the 8 major exporting products, which together corresponded to 56.1% of total 
exports, are all commodities from a variety of sectors: food, oil, and basic mineral5. On the aggregate, this 

 
3  Fernández, González and Rodriguez (2018) go a step further and evaluate the impact of innovations arising at the world economy level, but by not link all 

international variables in a full general equilibrium structure does not allow the identification of economic meaningful shocks. Ferreira and Valério (2020) 

conduct a detailed discussion about the methodology employed by Fernández, González and Rodriguez (2018). 
4 Ferreira and Valério (2020) analyze how macroeconomic variables of Brazil Chile, Colombia, and Peru react after global shocks in demand, 
supply, and financial uncertainty. 
5 Although the data used to construct Tables 1 and 2 come from the same official source, the Ministry of the Economy, there is a small 
difference in the original data that we were not able to identify the reason. For instance, while in Table 1 total exports equal US$ 225.4 billion, 
the source used to build Table 2 presents total exports of US$ 221.1 billion. This small difference does not however modify the big picture 
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structure places Brazil as a price taker for its exports, requiring a proper modelling of world events to 
analyze the response of local trade variables.    

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we present the data and the methodology, 
including the SVAR and the economic model adapted from Boyd, Caporale and Smith (2001). Section 3 
presents the main results for aggregate trade variables, while section 4 focuses exclusively on desegregated 
goods: capital goods, consumption goods, and fuel. In section 5 we conduct a discussion comparing our 
findings to others in the literature, also highlighting differences in methodologies. Section 6 concludes. 

 
 

Table 1 – International Trade - Brazil (2019) 

Category Exports 
(US$ billions) 

% of exports Imports 
(US$ billions) 

% of imports Net trade 
(US$ billions) 

Capital goods 16.2 7.2 25.2 14.2 -9.0 

Intermediate goods 148.3 65.8 106.7 60.2 41.6 

Consumption goods 30.8 13.7 24.6 13.9 6.2 

Fuel 30.1 13.3 20.7 11.7 9.4 

TOTAL 225.4 100 177.3 100 48.0 

 Source: IPEA - www.ipeadata.gov.br 

Table 2 – Main exporting products: Brazil (2019) 

Product Value (US$ Billions) % of total exports 

1. Soybean complex  32.3 14.6 

2. Petroleum (crude and fuel) 30.1 13.6 

3. Iron Ore 22.7 10.3 

4. Meat (bovine, poultry, hog) 14.5 6.6 

5. Sulfate chemical woodpulp 7.5 3.4 

6. Maize 7.3 3.3 

7. Sugar 5.2 2.3 

8. Coffee 4.6 2.1 

Total  56.1 

Source: Brazilian Ministry of Economy - https://balanca.economia.gov.br/balanca/SH/ISICCUCI.xlsx 

 

2  Methodology 
 
The analyses are conducted by simulating impulse response functions (IRFs) from a structural VAR 
(SVAR) model. The set up is designed to accomplish the fact that we are modeling world shocks affecting 
a small open economy, requiring a bloc exogeneity structure for the international variables. Following 
Cushman and Zha (1997), consider the following SVAR representation: 
 

 �(�)�(�) = �(�)   (1) 
 

where �(�) is a 
 × 1 vector of variables, �(�) is a 
 × 
 matrix of coefficients with � being the lag 
operator, and �(�) a 
 × 1 vector of structural innovations. We can partition the vectors and the matrix �(�) to represent the dynamics of the system in terms of two groups of variables, �(�) and ��(�): 
 

 
presented and the conclusions reached in our analyses. 
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 �(�) = ��(�)��(�)� ,    �(�) = ��(�) ��(�)��(�) ���(�)� ,    ε(�) = ����� (2) 

 

The dimension of �  is 
 × 
 , ��  is 
 × 
� , ��  is 
� × 
 , ���  is 
� × 
� ; �(�) and �(�) 
are 
 × 1; ��(�) and ��(�) are 
� × 1, where 
 + 
� = 
. 

The small open economy hypothesis is attained by imposing �� = 0, so the Brazilian variables in �� do not affect, even recursively, those belonging to the global economy in �. 
 

2.1  The world economy 
  

We initially focus on the structure of the world economy represented by 
 

 ��(�) = �����(�)��(�) � , ���(�) =  !"#$%"#$%(�) !"%"#$%(�)
!"#$%"% (�) !"%"%(�) & , ε(�) = ��"$(t) �"((t) � 

 ����  and ��  represent, respectively, the world GDP and a word price index. �"$  and �"(  are 
innovations to the equation determining ���� and ��, which we will interpret as international demand 
and supply shocks after analyzing the behavior of the impulse response functions. 

Following the VAR literature, the identificiation strategy assumes that �"$(0) can impact the 
world price index contemporaneously, but �"((0) can affect global activity only with a period of delay. 
These hypotheses are captured by imposing !"%"#$%(0) = 0. 

 
2.2  The domestic economy structure 
 
The domestic part of the VAR contains the same variables present in the general equilibrium model of 
Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994) and Senhadji (1998): terms of trade (�)�); trade balance (�*); real 
investment (+
,); real consumption (-)
.); and real domestic GDP (���): ��′ = [�)�, �*, +
,, -)
., ���]. 
After considering global and domestic variables, the impact matrix �2(3) becomes 
 

         �2(3) =
�������)��*+
,-)
.��� ⎣⎢

⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡
!"#$%"#$% 0 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%"% !"%"% 0 0 0 0 0!7, !7,� !7,7 0 0 0 0!8, !8,� !8,7 !8,8 !8,9 !8,: !8,;!9, !9,� !9,7 !9,8 !9,9 !9,: !9,;!:, !:,� !:,7 !:,8 !:,9 !:,: !:,;!;, !;,� !;,7 !;,8 !;,9 !;,: !;,;⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤
           (3) 

 

The index ? in �2 is arbitrarily used to differentiate the impact matrix of this SVAR from the one used to 
evaluate the Marshall-Lerner condition, which we nominate �@. 

The zero restrictions in the lines ���� and �� repeat the identification scheme at the international 
level. The first two columns show that world shocks may tot and the rest of local variables 
contemporaneously, which is accomplished by not imposing zero restriction on !A,B for C = 1,2 and + =3,4,5,6,7. This structure leaves tot endogenously determined by innovations at the world level. In particular 
we have a hard time thinking of an economic shock that could be associated to a direct innovation to tot6. 

The small open economy hypothesis implies that local variables cannot influence variables 

 
6 We do not identify other shocks, which is why we are not concerned in discussing the additional restrictions on �2(3) required for estimation purpose but 

that do not impact any of our results. 
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determined at the world level, including the terms of trade7. This requires imposing restrictions in the 
coefficients of �2(�) for � ≥ 1 as in matrix 4. 

 

 �2(�) =
�������)��*+
,-)
.��� ⎣⎢

⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎡K, K,� 0 0 0 0 0K�, K�,� 0 0 0 0 0K7, K7,� K7,7 0 0 0 0K8, K8,� K8,7 K8,8 K8,9 K8,: K8,;K9, K9,� K9,7 K9,8 K9,9 K9,: K9,;K:, K:,� K:,7 K:,8 K:,9 K:,: K:,;K;, K;,� K;,7 K;,8 K;,9 K;,: K;,;⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎤
 (4) 

 

The zero restrictions in the first two rows clarify that only lags of ���� and �� can influence each other 
dynamically. Setting K7, ≠ 0  and K7,� ≠ 0  explicit that ����  and ��  can dynamically determine �)�. Even though the prices responsible for determining �)� are formed in the international market, the 
export and import contents of a country are related to its structural factors and should not affect world 
variables, justifying K,7 = K�,7 = 0. Similarly, since the evolution of the domestic variables does not 
influence �� they should not affect �)�  at the business cycle frequency, justifying K7,B = 0 for C =4,5,6,7. 

This SVAR structure permits evaluating the sign of the partial derivative 
$MN
$MOM to check for MLC. 

But to gain insights on the channels behind the MLC, we estimate a second VAR incorporating the volume 
imported and exported, as their elasticities with respect to �)� form the MLC. Before moving in this 
direction, we present the model of Boyd, Caporale and Smith (2001) that derives the MLC, which we adapt 
to consider �)� instead of real exchange rate8. 

Let the trade balance (TB) be defined as the ratio between the value exported and imported: PQM =RSTUSRSVWS, where XMU and XMW represent the price index of exports and imports, respectively, and YM and ZM 

are the volume exported and imported. Taking logarithm results in �*M = ([M − ]M) − �)�M, where �*M =^)�(PQ), [M = ^)�(YM), ]M = ^)�(ZM), and �)�M = �M_ − �M̀ . Accordingly, an increase (worsening) in 
the terms of trade is paramount to a depreciation of the domestic currency while a fall (improvement) 
parallels an appreciation. 

Let [M = a` + a"#$%����M + b`�)�M  and ]M = a_ + a#$%���M − b_�)�M  be the export and 
import function, respectively. Following Boyd, Caporale and Smith (2001), all coefficients are positive, so 
an increase in �)� elevates [ and reduces ]. Higher ���� increases [ and higher ��� increases ]. 
Variables are in logarithms so the coefficients represent elasticities. Replacing the export and the import 
functions in the trade balance equation results in 

 
 �*M = (a` − a_) + a"#$%����M − a#$%���M + (b` + b_ − 1)�)�M. (5) 

 

MLC is the condition that guarantees 
$MNS$MOMS > 0, which is satisfied when (b` + b_ − 1) > 0. This implies, 

for instance, that a relative increase in the price of imports (increase in �)�) produces a positive impact in [ and a negative in ] that are large enough to improve �* despite of higher import prices relative to 
exports – the quantity effect surpass the price effect. 

This approach misses aspects related to general equilibrium. Specifically, �)�  is treated as an 
exogenous variable suitable to receive "terms of trade shocks". However, �)� reacts endogenously to world 

shocks that also stimulate several domestic and international variables. It follows that 
$MNS$MOMS does not allow 

 
7 This seems a reasonable hypothesis for our purpose, which is to evaluate responses at the business cycle frequency. This does not conflict with a local 

determination of the structural terms of trade, which is mostly related to a country’s comparative advantage and policy choices, like the tax structure. 
8 When considering real exchange rate, one should consider domestic and international general price index, and when considering terms of trade we should 

consider the price index of export and import. 
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a direct interpretation of causality between �)� and �*. 
We propose to evaluate MLC using a SVAR allowing global innovations to endogenously affect tot 

and the other variables present in equation 5. Under this new SVAR, the vector of international variables ��  remains the same as before, but the vector of local variables become: �e′ = [�)�, [, ], �*, ���] . 
Equation 6 shows the impact matrix �@(3). Its identification follows the rationale applied to �2(3). 
Equation 7 shows the matrix of autorregressive coefficients �@(�), for � ≥ 1, with the same restricitions 
applied to �2(�) to deal with a system containing global and small open economy variables. 
 

 �@(3) =
�������)�[]�*��� ⎣⎢

⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡
!"#$%"#$% 0 0 0 0 0 0
!"#$%"% !"%"% 0 0 0 0 0!7, !7,� !7,7 0 0 0 0!8, !8,� !8,7 !8,8 !8,9 !8,: !8,;!9, !9,� !9,7 !9,8 !9,9 !9,: !9,;!:, !:,� !:,7 !:,8 !:,9 !:,: !:,;!;, !;,� !;,7 !;,8 !;,9 !;,: !;,;⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎤
 (6) 

  
 

 �@(�) =
�������)�[]�*��� ⎣⎢

⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎡K, K,� 0 0 0 0 0K�, K�,� 0 0 0 0 0K7, K7,� K7,7 0 0 0 0K8, K8,� K8,7 K8,8 K8,9 K8,: K8,;K9, K9,� K9,7 K9,8 K9,9 K9,: K9,;K:, K:,� K:,7 K:,8 K:,9 K:,: K:,;K;, K;,� K;,7 K;,8 K;,9 K;,: K;,;⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎤
 (7) 

  
 

The IRFs from this SVAR can be used to assess the MLC. Let 
$fg(h)
$ij(k) = lA((ℎ) be the IRF of variable + at 

instant ℎ ≥ 0 due to a shock �( at time ℎ = 0. Partial derivatives can be obtained using ratios of IRFs. 

Note that 
$MNj(k)

$MOMj(k) = nSoj (k)
nSpSj (k) since deviation is evaluated with respect to pre-shock value at � = 0: 

$MNj(k)
$MOMj(k) =

MNj(k)qrsttt
MOMj(k)qrurtttt = nSoj (k)

nSpSj (k), where bars indicate pre-shock level. Since the variables are all expressed in logarithm, 

the derivative also represent elasticities. Analogously, an approximate measure of elasticity based on the 

accumulated response from � = 0 to � = P can be estimated by 
vMNj(w)

vMOMj(w) = ∑ySz{ (MNj(M)qrsttt)
∑ySz{ (MOMj(M)qrurtttt) = ∑ySz{ nSoj (M)

∑ySz{ nSpSj (M), 
where Δ distinguishes from �, the instantaneous variation in one single period. 

We can then verify the MLC directly by 
∆MNj(w)

∆MOMj(w) or by computing separately b` and b_ to check 

whether (b` + b_ − 1) > 0 . These elasticities also allow a better comprehension of the channels 
determining the trade balance at the business cycle frequency. 

 
 
2.3  Data 
 
We work with quarterly data ranging from the 1(M semester of 1999 to the 4Mh of 2019. ���� is proxied 
by the log of the sum of the GDP of the countries with the 20 largest GDPs (the G-20)  excluding Brazil9. 
These series are referred in real US dollars of 2015 and are from the OECD website already seasonally 

 
9 We consider the subtraction of the Brazilian GDP from the G-20 GDP a conservative measure. Given its size relative to the GDP of the G-20, it is unlikely that 

oscillations in the GDP of Brazil would contaminate and produce relevant variation in the G-20 GDP. 
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adjusted. �� is proxied by the logarithm of the all commodities price index of the IMF, which aggregates 
prices referred in US dollar of most commodities exchanged worldwide. 

The Brazilian national account variables are the seasonally adjusted quarterly series computed by 
the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE). We work with the logarithm of GDP (���), 
household consumption (-)
.), and gross capital formation (+
,). 

All variables associated to the Brazilian commerce with the rest of the world are from FUNCEX 
(Fundação Centro de Estudos em Comércio Exterior) available at monthly frequency. We quarterly 
aggregate them before seasonally adjusting. FUNCEX uses the kilograms traded to estimate the quantum 
exported (Y) and imported (Z). Price indexes (XU and XW) are obtained after dividing the values exported 
and imported in US$ by their respective quantum. The terms of trade is then �)� = ^)�(XW/XU), as in 

Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994) and Senhadji (1998). The trade balance is �* = ^)�( RT×U
RV×W) = [ −] − �)�, where [ = ^)�(Y) and ] = ^)�(Z). Trade variables related to capital and consumption goods 

and fuel are also from FUNCEX10. 
 

3  Results 
 
The models are estimated using bayesian techniques developed by Sims and Zha (1998) and Zha (1999), 
helping to discipline the confidence intervals of the IRFs11. All models use 4 lags (� = 4), which is standard 
for quarterly data. In all figures we report median IRF and their 68% confidence interval after 10,000 
replications of the Monte Carlo procedure used in the bayesian estimation.  

 
3.1  Global shocks and global responses 
 
One analysis for the world variables and �)� serves both VARs, since their identification strategies and the 
number of lags are the same. Figure 1 presents the IRFs12. After an increase in �"$ , ���� and �� 
augment (first column), and after a rise in �"(, ���� falls and �� increases (second column). These are 
reactions one would expect following a positive world demand shock and a negative global supply shock. 
For this matter, �"$ and �"( are hereafter treated as global demand and supply shocks13. 
 

Positive shock in ε
wd

 Positive shock in ε
ws

 

  
Figure 1: Impulse response functions of international variables. 
Note: Impulse responses identified according to the pairs expressed by equations 3 and 4 or 6 and 7. The 
shaded blue area corresponds to the 68% confidence interval. 

 
 

 
10  The seasonal adjustment uses X13-ARIMA SEATS, following the methodology of IBGE which is available at 
<ftp://ftp.ibge.gov.br/Contas_Nacionais/Contas_Nacionais_Trimestrais/Ajuste_Sazonal/X13_ NasContasTrimestrais.pdf>. 
11 Details about the priors are in the appendix. 
12 Numerically, �"$ = 0.35% and �"( = 6.8%. 
13 Appendix A2 presents IRFs using the opposite ordering, but the responses are not consistent with a supply and demand shock. A positive shock in the equation 
determining WP augments the WGDP, a response not consistent with a leftward shift in the supply curve. 
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3.2  Global shocks and domestic responses 
 
We now analyze the domestic responses to verify the presence of the J-curve and the MLC. 
 
3.2.1  Is there a J-curve? 
 
We initially rely on matrices 3 and 4 to verify domestic reactions after global shocks. The results are in 
Figure 2. The first column shows IRFs after an initial rise in �"$, while the second considers a sudden 
increase in �"(. 

Both innovations produce very similar reactions in the domestic variables. �)� improves indicating 
that �`  increases more than �_ . 14  This appreciation occurs already on impact, showing a fast pass 
through to the price of the goods Brazil trades internationally. The rationale of the J-curve would imply an 
initial improvement of tb followed by a later deterioration. However, the IRFs show a worsening of �* on 
impact and a further deterioration until approximately 1 year after the shock, when it starts to improve 
slowly. This entire dynamic implies the absence of a J-curve. 

 
 

Positive shock in εwd Positive shock in εws 

  
Figure 2: Impulse response functions of domestic variables with model 1. 
Note: Impulse responses identified according to equations 3 and 4. The shaded blue area corresponds to 
the 68% confidence interval. 

 
The positive shock in �"$ increases local ��X, household consumption and investment. As it is 

standard in the business cycles literature, +
, reacts more intensevily than -)
. because of consumption 
smoothing. On impact, +
,  increases close to 1% and -)
.  by 0.3% , with their relative difference 

 
14 Although an appreciation in tot not necessarily coincides with that of the real exchange rate (rer), they seem to move in the same direction for the shocks 

we consider. Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2018) analyze IRFs to a "terms of trade shock" using SVAR and DSGE for 38 emerging economies. The median response 

shows appreciation of rer after the improvement in tot. In the case of Brazil, Ferreira and Valério (2020) reports appreciation of the nominal exchange rate 

following a positive world demand shock and a negative supply shock. 
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augmenting over the adjustment. The rise in ��X lies between those registered by -)
. and +
,, being 
closer to the first as it corresponds to approximately 65% of the GDP. Because the expansion in domestic 
absorption is larger than that of the ��X, the �* deteriorates. These responses are all in line with those 
reported by Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994) and Senhadji (1998)15. 
 
3.2.2  The Marshall-Lerner condition 
 
We inspect the MLC in the presence of global shocks by considering the SVAR structure of matrices 6 and 
7. The IRFs are depicted in figure 3. The first column shows the reactions following a positive shock in �"$, and the second considers a sudden rise in �"(. 
 
  

Positive shock in ε
wd

 Positive shock in ε
ws

 

  
Figure 3: Impulse response functions of the volume exported and imported. 
Note: Impulse responses identified according to equations 6 and 7. The shaded blue area corresponds to 
the 68% confidence interval. 

 
  
The responses of �)�, tb and domestic GDP are the same as in the previous VAR. The volume 

imported increases under both shocks, which is coherent with higher domestic GDP and a more appreciated �)�. The reaction of [ varies with innovation. It falls under an adverse global supply shock, which is 
consistent with smaller ���� and appreciated �)�, but expands after a positive �"$, a response consistent 
with higher ���� but not to an appreciated �)�, at least according to standard open macroeconomic 
models, including those that derive the MLC. This, however, does not invalidate the MLC, since tb falls: 
the expansion in m is large enough to worsen tb. 
  

Table 3 shows the size of these responses: panel A analyzes the impact of �"$ , and panel B 
addresses �"(. Columns 2 to 5 show, respectively, the percentage variation in �)�, [, ], and �*. Columns 

6 and 7 respectively show the �)� elasticity of the quantum exported (b` = v`
vMOM) and imported (b` = v_

vMOM). 
The last two columns, 8 and 9, evaluate the presence of the MLC using two measures. The first directly 

evaluates the sign of 
vMN

vMOM, and the last evaluates the sign of b` − b_ − 1. Notice that this expression is the 

same as b` + b_ − 1 from the previous section and used to evaluate MLC, because in our computation 
we consider the sign of b_ as it is estimated, which has always been negative, while in those models it is 
assumed a positive value for b_  which, however, is preceded by a negative sign in the equation 
determining ] . Variations along the 1(M  year and the cumulative response to the 3�$  indicate the 

presence of the MLC regardless the international shock and the elasticity measure (
vMN
vMOM or b` − b_ − 1), 

all of them being positive. 
 
 

 
15 Senhadji (1998) does not analyze the impact of a global supply shock, which limits the comparison. 
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Table 3 – Aggregate trade response: percentage change and elasticities 

Time interval ∆tot ∆x ∆m ∆tb ηx ηm ∆tb 
∆tot 

ηx-ηm-1 

Panel A - World Demand Shock 
1st year -4.4% 7.0% 14.6% -4.4% -1.6 -3.3 1.0 0.7 

cumulative to the 3rd year -12.4% 27.3% 49.6% -14.2% -2.2 -4.0 1.1 0.8 

Panel B - World Supply Shock 
1st year -4.1% 0.1% 7.8% -5.2% -0.02 -1.9 1.3 0.9 
cumulative to the 3rd year -11.0% -5.8% 19.8% -18.7% 0.5 -1.8 1.7 1.3 

Notes: ∆ refers to percentage variation against the pre-shock level. b` = v`
vMOM and b_ = v_

vMOM. 

4  Desegregate Responses 
 
We also evaluate the responses of trade variables related to capital goods, consumption goods, and fuel. 
This decomposition seems interesting because while the first two are mostly non commodity manufacturing 
goods, the last corresponds to a commodity that Brazil both imports and exports. The econometric model 
is similar to those used to evaluate the MLC condition (equations 6 and 7), but using product specific terms 
of trade and volume traded. 

 
4.1  Capital goods 

Figure 4 depicts the IRFs of the variables associated to trade in capital goods. When exposed to a positive �"$, the sectoral �)� improves on impact, the same direction observed for the aggregate �)�, but in a less 
intense magnitude. 
 

Table 4 – Capital Goods trade response: percentage change and elasticities 

Time interval ∆tot ∆x ∆m ∆tb ηx ηm ∆tb 
∆tot 

ηx −ηm − 1 

Box A - World Demand Shock 
1st year -1.8% 19.0% 10.7% 7.8% -10.6 -5.9 -4.4 -5.7 

cumulative to the 3rd year -4.3% 79.5% 63.0% 19.8% -18.7 -14.8 -4.7 -4.9 

 Box B - World Supply Shock 
1st year 2.1% 5.3% 4.3% -4.1% 2.5 2.1 -1.9 -0.5 

cumulative to the 3rd year 2.9% -2.3% 39.0% -24.5% -0.8 3.0 -8.3 -4.8 

 Notes: ∆ refers to percentage variation against the pre-shock level. b` = v`
vMOM and b_ = v_

vMOM. 

Volumes imported and exported also follow the aggregate pattern and increase. The first reacts consistent 
with higher domestic GDP and more appreciated �)�, while the second responds as expected given a higher ���� but not according to a fall in �)�. Trade balance improves until the 6Mh quarter, consistent with a 
more intense rise in [, indicating that income effect weights more than relative price effect. 

When exposed to an sudden rise in �"(, the �)� of capital goods depreciates on impact but restores 
to pre-shock trend after 3 quarters. The volume exported increases, which probably reflects price stimulus 
since ���� falls; and since local GDP increases, the rise in [ does not seem to be associated with a divert 
from local to world market. ] elevates, which is consistent with a rise in GDP and +
,, but not to a 
depreciated �)�. The worsening in �* of capital goods also runs in opposition to the depreciation of its �)�, indicating the prevalence of income effect. J-curve is not observed for capital goods, nor is the MLC 
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since 
vMN
vMOM < 0 and b` − b_ − 1 < 0, regardless the shock, as shown in Table 4. 

 
 
 

Positive shock in ε
wd

 Positive shock in ε
ws

 

  
Figure 4: Capital goods specific variable - impulse response functions. 
Note: Impulse responses identified according to equations 6 and 7. The shaded blue area corresponds to 
the 68% confidence interval. 

 

 
4.2  Consumption goods 

 
Figure 5 shows the IRFs of the trade variables associated with consumption goods behaving very alike to 
the aggregate measures. Positive �"$  improves �)� , [  and ] , while worsening �* , although not 
significantly. At � = 0, the �* only presents a non-significant increase, so we discard the presence of a J-
curve. As before, the response of ] is coherent with higher domestic GDP and improvement in �)�, while 
the increase in [ is only consistent with higher ����. 

 

Table 5 – Consumption Goods trade response: percentage change and elasticities 

Time interval ∆tot ∆x ∆m ∆tb ηx ηm ∆tb 
∆tot 

ηx −ηm − 1 

Box A - World Demand Shock 
1st year -1.4% 21.5% 25.5% -2.0% -15.7 -18.6 1.5 1.9 

cumulative to the 3rd year -1.3% 61.5% 81.2% -17.3% -47.9 -63.3 13.5 14.3 

Box B - World Supply Shock 
1st year -1.8% -0.1% 17.2% -16.1% 0.05 -9.7 9.0 8.7 

cumulative to the 3rd year -3.3% -6.4% 36.7% -42.8% 1.9 -11.0 12.8 11.9 

Notes: ∆ refers to percentage variation against the pre-shock level. b` = v`
vMOM and b_ = v_

vMOM. 
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The negative world supply shock improves �)�, which restores to pre-shock trend 4 quarters later. 
This adjustment is faster and less persistent than reported for the aggregate �)�. Despite the improvement 
in �)� and worsening of ����, the volume sold abroad remains stable. On the other hand, the augment in ]  is consistent with the improvement in �)�  and higher domestic demand. As a result, the tb for 
consumption good falls on impact and remains below pre-shock level persistently. A J-curve is not 
observed. 

We verify in table 5 
vMN
vMOM > 0 and b` − b_ − 1 > 0 regardless the shock, validating the MLC. 

However, the analyses indicate that domestic and world income effect prevail over the terms of trade in the 
determination of trade balance of the consumption goods. 

 
 

Positive shock in ε
wd

 Positive shock in ε
ws

 

  
Figure 5: Consumption goods specific variables - impulse response functions. 
Note: Impulse responses identified according to equations 6 and 7. The shaded blue area corresponds to 
the 68% confidence interval. 

 
 
4.3  Fuel 

The impact in the trade of fuel is particularly interested since Brazil imports and exports the commodity. 
Exports of fuel corresponded to 13.3% of total exports in 2019, while its imports represented 11.7% of the 
total external purchase. Its trade balance corresponded to 19.6% of the country’s surplus in that year. Trade 
occurs because most Brazilian refineries use oil with density that is different from a large share of what is 
extracted domestically.  

Figure 6 shows sectoral �)�  improving on impact after a sudden rise in �"$  and �"( . This 
appreciation continues for one quarter, but tot restores to pre-shock level around � = 6. In the specific case 
of positive �"$, the increase in ] is consistent with the appreciation of �)� and higher domestic GDP. [ 
falls (not significantly), which is also consistent with both, but not to higher ����. The fuel �* initially 
improves before falling below pre-shock level, resembling a J-curve pattern. 
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Table 6 – Fuel trade response: percentage change and elasticities 

Time interval ∆tot ∆x ∆m ∆tb ηx Ηm ∆tb 
∆tot 

ηx −ηm − 1 

Box A - World Demand Shock 
1st year -6.6% -3.5% 9.5% -0.5% 0.5 -1.4 0.1 1.0 

cumulative to the 3rd year -6.2% -11.5% 35.2% -21.9% 1.9 -5.7 3.5 6.5 

Box B - World Supply Shock 
1st year -8.8% -0.2% 1.9% 9.2% 0.02 -0.2 -1.0 -0.8 

cumulative to the 3rd year -12.2% -18.6% 17.9% -9.3% 1.5 -1.5 0.8 2.0 

 Notes: ∆ refers to percentage variation against the pre-shock level. b` = v`
vMOM and b_ = v_

vMOM. 

 
The innovation �"( causes [ to rise and ] to fall on impact, both non significantly. In the following 
quarters these movements are reversed and [ falls below pre-shock path while ] moves above, responses 
consistent with smaller ����, higher domestic GDP and appreciated �)�. Trade balance exhibits a J-
curve, initially increasing before falling below pre-shock trend. It is not obvious the specific influence of 
quantity and price in the determination of this shape. 

Table 6 shows 
vMN
vMOM > 0 and b` − b_ − 1 > 0 for the accumulated response to the 3�$ year after 

both shocks and for the 1(M following �"$. In the case of �"(, the signs are negative in the 1(M, violating 
the MLC at this time horizon. 

 
 

Positive shock in ε
wd

 Positive shock in ε
ws

 

  
Figure 6: Fuel specific variables - impulse response functions. 
Note: Impulse responses identified according to equations 6 and 7. The shaded blue area corresponds to 
the 68% confidence interval. 

 

 

5  Discussion 

The relation between tot and tb is not consensual. The Harberger-Laursen-Metzler and Obstfeld-Razin-
Svensson (ORS) effects predict a rise in tb after an improvement in tot. Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2018) 
report, for 38 countries out of 51 researched, that a tot appreciation ameliorates tb (in SVAR and DSGE 
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models) after a shock directly applied to an exogenous AR(1) process for tot. We encounter opposite results: 
an improvement in the Brazilian tot accompanies a worsening in tb. The difference is sourced on the fact 
that we do not treat �)� as an exogenous variable. In this sense, our SVAR structure captures the essence 
of the DSGE models of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1994) and Senhadji (1998) who observe a 
deterioration in tb together with an improvement in tot following a positive global demand shock. 

Behind the differences is the necessity to also recognize the influence of income that comes together 
with changes in tot. For instance, a positive world demand shock improves the Brazilian �)� but elevates 
its volume imported and exported. This (conditional) correlation between export and �)� is opposite to 
what is expected according to most international economics models, including those deriving the MLC. In 
this case, the rise in world income elevates the demand for Brazilian goods, more than compensating the 
appreciation of tot. We observe this pattern for aggregate and desegregated trade variables. Furthermore, 
despite of estimating terms of trade elasticity of the volume exported that opposes the hypothesis behind 
the construction of the MLC, we still observe its validity because of the intense response in the imported 
volume, which also seems to respond more intensively to higher domestic demand than to the improvement 
in tot. 

Our results also allow some consideration regarding the presence of the so called Dutch disease, an 
issue debated in the interface of international economics with the growth/development literature. As 
discussed by Charnavoki and Dolado (2012), the Dutch disease may occur when a country with a strong 
commodity sector is hit by a shock that improves its tot and appreciates the real exchange rate, reducing 
the competitiveness of the non-commodity tradeable sector and causing its production to fall. We do not 
evaluate sectoral production, but desegregate trade analyses show an expansion in the exported volume of 
capital and consumption goods as the tot appreciates after a positive global demand shock, reactions that 
oppose the predicitons of the Dutch disease. This contradiction is also revealed afer a negative global supply 
shock that drops the world GDP and appreciates the Brazilian tot but slightly increases the volume exported 
of capital goods, while those of consumption goods remains mostly constant. These reactions are again 
hard to reconcile with any symptom of Dutch disease, at least in the business cycle frequency. 

 

6  Concluding Remarks 

We estimate a SVAR for a prototype general equilibrium model for Brazil, a small open economy, to 
evaluate the presence of the J-curve and the Marshall-Lerner condition following innovations at the world 
level. The essence of our SVAR is similar to the general equilibrium models of Backus, Kehoe and Kydland 
(1994) and Senhadji (1998) that also evaluate the presence of a J-curve after recognizing that oscillations 
in the terms of trade are endogenously determined. 

We verify improvement of the Brazilian terms of trade after a positive innovation to world demand 
and a negative to world supply. The trade balance worsens in both situations, which, despite of being 
consistent with the movements in the terms of trade, ultimately reflects changes in domestic and 
international demand. Under both shocks, the Brazilian GDP increases, which is expected after the demand 
shock but it is not so obvious to occur following an adverse innovation in global supply that reduces world 
GDP. This pattern is probably related to the strength of the Brazilian commodity sector that benefits from 
higher global prices. 

The responses of the aggregate trade variables show no sign of the J-curve under both shocks, the 
same happening when analyzing the trade responses of capital and consumption goods. Only in the case of 
fuel, which Brazil exports and imports, there is some indication of the J-curve. The Marshall-Lerner 
condition is only not observed for capital goods. Athough it is verified in the other cases, the volume 
exported not always responds according to standard prediction, since it expands after an appreciation of the 
terms of trade. This occurs because the exports is more responsive to shifts in world GDP than to changes 
in relative prices. The volume imported also appears to be more influenced by oscillations in the domestic 
demand than to relative prices. 

Finally, the expansion in the volume exported of capital and consumption goods after improvements 
in the terms of trade is the opposite one would expect if the Dutch disease was an issue for the Brazilian 
economy, at least in the business cycle frequency. 
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Appendix 
  

A1. Bayesian priors for the VAR estimation 
  

We estimate the Bayesian VAR using the priors suggested by Sims and Zha (1998), Zha (1999), and 
Cushman and Zha (1997). The last two also have to impose a block recursive restriction to model the 
Canada, a small open economy. Two unit root priors are combined: the Minnesota prior and the sum-of-
coefficients prior. The first imposes that coefficients on the first lag has prior mean of 1. According to Sims 
and Zha (1998), this is done by creating variables such that for the ith equation a set of � − 1 dummy 
observations, indexed by C = 1, . . . , ] and ^ = 1, . . . , �, is inserted in the data sample according to  
 

 

�A(�, C) ;  � = 1, . . . , � − 1;  C = 1, . . . , ] = ������/^��, if � = C, � ≤ ]0, otherwise
[A(�, .) ;  � = 1, . . . , � − 1;  . = 1, . . . , � − 1 = ������/^�� , if � = .,0, otherwhise

 

 

where �, ��  and �8  are hyperparameters. �  controls the overall tightness of �(0); ��  controls the 
relative tightness of �(�)  for � > 0 , and �8  controls the tightness on lag decay. We set these 
hyperparameters at the default values suggested by Sims and Zha (1998), which are 1, 0.5 and 1, 
respectively. 

The sum-of-coefficients prior is used in cases where the variables have a unit root, which is attained 
by setting to 1 the sum of the lagged coefficients of each dependent variable. In a system of ] equations, ^ lags and � coefficients, it is introduced ] observations, indexed by +, according to:  

 

 

�(+, C) ;  + = 1, . . . , ];  C = 1, . . . , ] = ��9�tkA, if + = C,0, otherwise
[(+, .) ;  + = 1, . . . , ];  . = 1, . . . , � = ��9�tkA , if + = C, for all ^,0, otherwise

 

 

where �tkA is the average of initial values for variable + and �9 is a hyperparameter that controls the weight 
of the prior. When �9 → ∞, the model can be expressed entirely in terms of differenced data. We follow 
Sims and Zha (1998), Zha (1999), and Cushman and Zha (1997) and set �9 = 1. 
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A2. Identification of world shocks using a different ordering 
 

We verify the IRFs at the world level after using an identification different from what is presented in section 
2.1. Now, �� comes first in the VAR and ���� comes second. Figure 7 shows �� increasing after a 
positive shock in ����, which is expected following a positive demand shock. However, ���� increases 
after an unexpected postive shock in the equation of ��. This reaction of ���� is not consistent with a 
response following an adverse supply shock, differently from what we verify when relying on the 
identification used throughout the paper. 
 

 
Positive shock in ε

wd
 Positive shock in ε

ws
 

  
Figure 7: Impulse response functions of the global variables – alternative identification with wgdp 
responding contemporaneously to shock in εws. 
Note: Impulse responses identified from a different ordering of the international variables from those 
expressed by the pairs of equations 3 and 4 or 6 and 7. The shaded blue area corresponds to the 68% 
confidence interval. 
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